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eu travel tech: technology is changing travel, 
let us tell you how!
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Travel Tech intermediaries
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Global distribution systems (GDSs)

GDSs aggregate content from  travel service providers and other 
sources and provide technology solutions to both travel providers 
and travel sellers to make their distribution more efficient.

Online Travel agents

Online  consumer-facing platforms distributing travel services to 
travelers (“OTAs”)

Metasearch engines 

Facilitate the choice of consumers by displaying travel options and 
directing them to supplier and OTA websites and apps to book 
their travel. 

Travel Management Companies

Travel agents that fully manage the business travel requirements 
for individuals, companies, and organizations (“TMCs”).



Passenger rights: which added value for 
intermediaries?

• As independent intermediaries, unaffiliated with any transport operator, the implementation of many passenger rights is beyond 
the control of eu travel tech members, such as:

✓ Rules regarding luggage and special equipment.
✓ Liability rules for delays and disruption
✓ Accessibility and assistance for PRMs
✓ Security and quality of transport service

• However, their role is important to inform the passengers, even more so for multimodal travel:

➢ By definition, multiple transport operators are involved in a multimodal journey.
➢ Therefore, none of them is in a position to provide comprehensive information on the overall journey.

➢ Travel intermediaries could be the single point of contact for passengers throughout multimodal trips; ensuring adequate
information of the passenger at all stages of the journey. They are able to offer familiar interfaces and customer service options
in travellers’ native language, wherever they are travelling. This is not the case for most transport operators.

➢ But they need to get access to the relevant data from the transport operators.



Case study: a family under the Tuscan sun! 

• Emmanuel and Marie have 2 daughters, Joséphine (5) and Agathe (2). They live in Brussels and want to visit Tuscany for their 
summer holidays. They are environmentally conscious and would like to optimise their journey, limiting CO2 emissions as much 
as possible. 

• They are therefore considering booking an air-rail trip, going from Brussels to Florence by combining different modes of 
transport. 



Before the trip
Emmanuel and Marie are looking for their travel options. 

➢ Travel intermediaries can “help both passengers and/or other 
intermediaries compare different travel options, choices and 
prices, and can facilitate the sale and re-sale of mobility 
products from different operators, whether they are private or 
public, within one mode or across modes”*

On OTA platforms, Emmanuel and Marie could:

- Compare and combine offers from different modes of 
transport.

- get access to all relevant precontractual information : 
schedules, connection times, fares but also ancillary services
and CO2 emissions information

*MDMS Inception impact assessment roadmap



Before the trip

Emmanuel and Marie need a lot of information 
before being able to make their choice, such as: 

• Air segment: possibility for the baby equipment to be 
transported and for the whole family to be seated 
together without additional costs (or for which additional 
costs?)

• Connection times and existence of a convenient transfer 
option between the airport and the rail station

Such information is currently too often missing on 
travel intermediaries platforms as relevant data is 
purposefully not shared by transport operators or not 
shared under FRAND terms.

➢ Building such a multimodal journey can prove 
very cumbersome!  



During the trip
Emmanuel and Marie have booked their tickets and it is now time to 
leave. Before going to the airport, they would like to check that their 
trip will not suffer any disruption: 

- Confirmation that the flight/rail trip will not be cancelled (quite useful in 
COVID times)

- Existence of any delays or change in their travel information (change of 
terminal, platform). 

Such information is not always made available to travel 
intermediaries. Though it is available to some of them. 

Fortunately, the Rail Passenger Rights Regulation addresses the issue: 
ticket vendors have to inform their customers in case of disruption, an 
obligation supplemented by an obligation for rail operators to provide 
such real-time information to their ticket vendors. 

➢ Need for a similar obligation for all modes of transport. Customer 
should be treated equally wherever they book!



During the trip: self-transfer guarantee

Emmanuel and Marie have decided to opt for an air-rail journey, with a “self-
transfer”: no connection guarantee, as opposed to through-ticketing in rail or 
interlining in air. 

However, travel intermediaries are developing alternative solutions to allow 
their customers to get adequate assistance in case of a missed connection:

- In air, for “virtual” interlining (an intermediary builds a journey with two 
different flights, in order to offer the best possible fare to its customers), the 
intermediary can take liability for the connection through a “self-transfer 
guarantee”. 

- For air-rail journeys, there are already similar products.

➢ With adequate access to relevant multimodal contents, multimodal self-
transfer guarantee could be further developed by intermediaries, offering to 
passengers both the best fares and protection in case of missed connections.



After the trip
Unfortunately, Emmanuel and Marie have seen their train being 
delayed on their way back, opening the possibility for them to get a 
compensation. 

COVID-19 has shown how difficult getting a refund or compensation 
from a TSP could be. It could even prove harder when you deal with 
multiple TSPs in multiple countries, with interfaces not always available 
in your own language. 

- In case of cancellations, refunds can be claimed through the 
intermediary. 

- Travel intermediaries can also assist passengers in their 
compensation claims, serving as a one stop shop for all claims 
related to a given journey.

➢ However, only possible when travel intermediaries have access to 
the right data and when TSPs comply with their legal obligations 
under passenger rights legislation 



Passenger rights and multimodal travel

With multimodal itineraries involving by definition multiple operators, operating under different legal, technical and 
commercial conditions, implementing passenger rights will be challenging. 

In this context, travel intermediaries can fill a gap and be the one-stop-shop ensuring a seamless trip to the passengers 
and providing them with all relevant information regarding their rights, before, during and after the trip.

However, this is entirely dependent on such travel intermediaries getting access to the relevant data from transport 
services providers! 
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